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**Hall, Michelle**
Former Japanese Studies Librarian, the University of Melbourne Library

**Publications**

(2014). Considering a national collection development policy for Asian Studies materials: a solution to budgetary and staffing issues in a not-very-digitised global space – a summary of a talk given at the 2014 ASAA conference at UWA. *East Asian Library Resources Group of Australia Newsletter*, 64 (July)


(2007). Who was Kimura Kiyoko?. *Collections*, The University of Melbourne, 1 (November)
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East Asian Library Resources Group of Australia Newsletter, 41 (May).

Conference papers


Hatta, Ayako

Japanese Studies Librarian, Monash University/the University of Melbourne

Publications


(2012). *Research report: How Japanese academic libraries are dealing with the change to electronic resources and the consequent issues?* East Asian Library Resources Group of Australia Newsletter, 60 (July)
Publications and presentations by past and present ALIM members, 2000~


Kim, Jung-Sim
Korean Studies Librarian, Monash University

Publications

(2016). Monash University Librarian Jung-Sim Kim reports. KSAA Newsletter, 1 (October), 7-9


(2016). 9th KSAA report. Asian Library Resources of Australia Newsletter, 67 (January)


(2013). List of selected information literacy resources available in the Korean language. In F. W. Horton (Ed.), Overview of information literacy resources worldwide (pp. 139-142). Paris: UNESCO
Publications and presentations by past and present ALIM members, 2000~


(2012). Report on the Library session at the 7th KSAA Conference. East Asian Library Resources Group of Australia Newsletter, 59 (January)

(2011). Korean databases in Australia-for whom, how, why? International review of Korean studies, 8(1), 177-190


(2011). Report on the 10th Pacific-Asia Conference on Korean Studies (PACKS 2010) and visiting the Asian Languages Collection, the University of Auckland. East Asian Library Resources Group of Australia Newsletter, 57 (January)
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(2002). Trip to attend CEAL 2002 Annual Meeting. East Asian Library Resources Group of Australia Newsletter, 45 (May)


Conference papers


Kishere, Dennis  
Retired, Chinese Studies Librarian, Monash University

Publications

(2016). Ho Chooi Hon OAM. Asian Library Resources of Australia Newsletter, 68 (July)


(2014). The Culture of Writing in Nagoya. East Asian Library Resources Group of Australia Newsletter, 63 (January)

(2013). Being a Chinese studies librarian at Monash University. East Asian Library Resources Group of Australia Newsletter, 62 (July)


(2011). Special materials relating to Chinese studies at Monash University Library. East Asian Library Resources Group of Australia Newsletter, 58 (July)


(2010) Monash University Library Taiwan Studies Collection, East Asian Library Resources Group of Australia Newsletter, 55 (January)


Conference Paper
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Scott-Maxwell, Aline
Indonesian Studies Librarian, the University of Melbourne;
Senior Asian Studies Librarian, Monash University

Publications

(2016). Language and area studies specialists in libraries in a changing resource and budgetary environment. Asian Library Resources of Australia Newsletter, Special issue

(2016). The Asian Library at Leiden University. Asian Library Resources of Australia Newsletter, 67 (January)


Conference papers


Publications and presentations by past and present ALIM members, 2000~


(2004). Scholarship, politics and libraries in the construction of knowledge about the Malay world: The example of Monash University’s Southeast Asian Collections. Paper presented at the Colloquium on Libraries and the Construction of Knowledge about the Malay World, Institut Alam dan Tamadun Melayu, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, August 2004

Yeung, Bick-har
Retired, Chinese Studies and East Asian Librarian, the University of Melbourne Library

Publications


(2013). News from the East Asian Collection, the University of Melbourne Library. East Asian Library Resources Group of Australia Newsletter, 62 (July)

(2012). Researching with the proletarian cultural revolution in China at the University of Melbourne Library. East Asian Library Resources Group of Australia Newsletter, 59 (January)

(2011). Visit to Hong Kong and Taiwan libraries, October 2010. East Asian Library Resources Group of Australia Newsletter, 57 (January)
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**Conference paper**